Erotic Massage in NYC
Do you fancy a massage to awaken your sexuality?

Pretty and teasing professionals
The erotic massage in New York is wonderful – it’s all about passion, eroticism, sensuality
and fun. This voluptuous type of massage is a great way to get excitement and joy. What can
be better than an erotic massage with a pretty young lady in case you are tired after a hard
day of work and you need to relax and have fun? Like the medical massage therapy the
erotic massage in NYC has its healing effect, yet there is a key difference between the two.
For masseuses perform the erotic massage in NYC totally naked not only they are welltrained but their appearance matters as well. Girls so physically perfect, with silky skin and
well-trimmed hair are a delight to the eye. Already a look at these beautiful creatures can
arise the sexual desire. So innocent looking yet very confident and experienced, be sure they
can satisfy the wildest wishes.

Petting and caressing
What do you think first on hearing “an erotic massage”? A unique erotic experience or just a
sophisticated foreplay technique? In fact an erotic massage is an ingenious combination of
classic massage therapy and petting. While with the former it’s more or less clear the latter
depends on your preferences. Some can be excited about gentle biting and spanking, others
are thrilled by an ice cube touch or tickling with a brush. Anyway it begins with a general
relaxing massage movements of the whole body, gradually focusing on the chest, abdomen,
back and buttocks. The massage of the feet and inner thighs is extremely exciting. Thus the
whole body is caressed and massaged. Tender fingers of the naked girl are gliding gently
from your temples to your toes, however the focal point will be the most sensitive part of your
body. She will stroke your abdomen and genital area with her hand barely touching. She will
take your penis in her hands, pet it and play with the balls, put your penis between her
breasts and let it slowly glide through the neckline. She will act lazily and smoothly letting
your desire grow and from time to time tease you with faster movements and more intense
touches. Her secret of a good erotic massage is in her sensuality, her willingness to please
and original approach – she will love your body, admire it and enjoy it. You can imagine that
the erotic massage leads to orgasm even without sexual intercourse which is typically not
included into this service.

